
Tread of Pioneers Museum Research Center & Archive 

The Tread of Pioneers Museum’s Lufkin Library Research Center is a broad archives collection within the 
museum that provides a plethora of local and regional history through both subject and biographical 
topics for the purpose of public use and research. Newspaper articles clipped from local newspapers 
comprise most of the collection. Other ephemera includes: magazine articles, personal memoirs, 
biographies, genealogy reports and selections, research studies and reports, periodicals, programs, maps, 
travel maps/guides, trail maps, and out of print local and regional books, oral history recordings, home 
movie films and professionally produced films, and much more. 

 

Research Center Services and Appointments  
Staff at the Tread of Pioneers Museum’s Lufkin Library Research Center is available to orientate 
researchers to the center and provide assistance, consultation, and advice for other available references 
and resources. Visitors new to the center must begin with a staff appointment and a five-minute 
orientation. After the initial staff-set up, researchers may come back as needed without staff assistance. 
 
The Research Center is accessible Tuesday – Friday, 11 am – 5 pm.  
Appointments should be made in advance with the museum Curator.  

Curator: Katie Adams at kadams@treadofpioneers.org. 
 
Researchers unable to visit the center in person may request staff assistance. The staff assistance fee for 
out of town residents is $25 per hour, with a $25 minimum. A $15 per hour fee will be applied to local 
residents who are unable to visit the center in person. 
 
Requirements for Use of Center 

1. Visitors new to the center must begin with a staff appointment and a five-minute orientation. 
After the initial staff-set up, researchers may come back as needed without staff assistance. 

2. Appointments should be made in advance with the Curator.   
3. Sign-in to the center with contact information is required for each visit. 
4. Researchers must view materials in the center. Nothing is allowed to be removed or loaned. 
5. Photocopies are allowed on the machine provided in the center. Large quantity and format 

copies will be made by staff. There is a 10 cent copy fee for each page made. Color copies are 
available at staff discretion. Recording source information will be up to the researcher. 

6. Digital image/photograph on cell phone or tablet is allowed for personal use without a flash. 
Laptops are allowed.  

7. Researchers are not to refile any items that have been pulled for them or by them. Staff will 
refile all materials after the visit. 

8. Pencils are required. No pens are allowed. 
9. Materials must be handled with utmost care. Gloved hands are required; gloves are provided. 



10. Food or drink is not permitted in the center. These items may be consumed in the adjoining staff 
kitchen. 

11. Do not remove articles from the mylar encapsulation unless necessary. If removal is needed for 
copy or reference, place all items back in original folders or encapsulations as found. 

12. Use of materials must conform with copyright laws. 
13. Request for digitization of materials must be made five days in advance. 
14. To continue to grow the resources in the Center, researchers are encouraged to share their 

relevant local history, so the museum can share it with the community. 
 
Copyright  
The accuracy of the information provided in the Research Center is not guaranteed or warranted, 
although the museum makes efforts to ensure that it is correct. Use of materials must conform with 
copyright laws. Recording source information will be up to the researcher. 
 

Citations 
Citation information is based on the original source as well as: a) Research center shall be cited: “Tread of 
Pioneers Museum Lufkin Library Research Collection” b) Material created by Tread of Pioneers Museum 
staff shall be cited: “name, job title for the Tread of Pioneers Museum” c) Historic photograph collection 
shall be cited: “Tread of Pioneers Museum, Steamboat Springs, Colorado” d) Oral history collection shall 
be cited: “Tread of Pioneers Museum Oral History Collection” e) Moving film collection shall be cited: 
“Tread of Pioneers Museum Film Collection.” 
 
Share Your Story! 
The museum relies on contributions of research materials, photographs, information, and artifacts that 
pertain to the history of the Yampa Valley. We highly encourage researchers to share their work, 
published or otherwise, with the Tread of Pioneers Museum Research Center to further the breadth of 
research available for all for generations to come. Contact our Curator Katie Adams at 970-879-2214 or 
kadams@treadofpioneers.org. 
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